START YOUR PROJECT RIGHT, WITH A NO-CHARGE SOLUTION DISCOVERY

Our complimentary Solution Discovery will help give you an understanding of your organization's high-level business and technical requirements, and develop the initial solution scope, timeline and costs for your project. Findings are delivered to you in a Findings Report that typically includes:

- Client profile
- Discovery session participants
- Business issues
- High-level functional, non-functional and technical requirements
- Hardware and software recommendations
- Project scope, timeline and costs

BUSINESS INNOVATION SOLUTIONS
ENABLE, EMPOWER AND ENRICH YOUR ORGANIZATION TO OVERACHIEVE BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

Do you have the right technologies and processes in place to achieve a competitive advantage? Are you leveraging digital marketing to inspire engagement and drive desired outcomes?

Innovative organizations disrupt the marketplace through their use of insightful data; seamless, relevant and personalized user experience; and automated and agile processes—all within a secure environment. Business innovation is a business imperative, and the only things higher than expectations are the stakes.

Our team of highly certified solution architects and solution specialists help clients evaluate, acquire and implement the solutions they need to achieve their desired business outcomes. With security and data in mind, Sirius offers business innovation solution services in eight distinct areas:

- Business Automation
- Customer Engagement
- Data & Analytics
- Digital Transformation Inclusive of Digital Strategy, Design & Experience
- Enterprise Content Management
- Internet of Things
- Mobile Enterprise
- Social/Collaboration
BUSINESS AUTOMATION
See significant improvements throughout your business by applying automating technology in an agile approach. Our custom business application solutions, based on cloud or major frameworks, enable business automation and agile application integration, and will establish a foundation for ongoing business success.

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Evolve your electronic initiatives into successful e-business channels. Our industry-recognized, award-winning team has extensive experience in B2C and B2B commerce—including mobile and social—for clients in the retail, manufacturing, distribution, financial services and healthcare industries.

DATA & ANALYTICS
The Sirius Data and Analytics team specializes in helping clients turn mountains of data into intuitive, business-relevant insight. Our expertise in data warehousing and data lakes, data integration/data governance, visualization, and advanced analytics provides tremendous value for clients.

DIGITAL STRATEGY & DESIGN
Today's digital society is remarkable for its impatience and high expectations. We understand the desired digital demographic of our clients, and help implement mobile and Web interfaces, user experience and information architectures that are personalized and optimized to ensure that users are delighted with their experience.

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
Ensure better business outcomes with smarter and more collaborative business solutions from Sirius. Connect your people to enable collaboration, support innovation, promote employee “self-optimization,” become a social business, reduce costs, and maximize employee potential.

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Become a paperless organization, automate tasks with RPA, meet compliance requirements, and put your company's content to better use. Sirius can develop and implement enterprise content management strategies—from collaboration and social business to compliance and governance/retention—across multiple solution areas.

INTERNET OF THINGS
The Internet of Things (IoT) helps organizations by instrumenting assets, collecting and analyzing their operational data, and using the resulting insights to make timely and accurate decisions. Sirius provides a full-service IoT program comprising planning, software integration, infrastructure integration, monitoring, and sensor development.

MOBILE ENTERPRISE
Sirius helps organizations leverage mobility to provide platform- or device-agnostic access to critical compute assets. Users no longer need to be tethered in order to benefit from powerful applications and data. Our mobile domain experts bring a strategic approach, disruptive thinking and technology innovation that deliver game-changing mobile solutions and great customer experiences.

SOCIAL/COLLABORATION
Sirius has expertise working with leading collaboration partners to help organizations enable individuals and teams to become more productive in the context of what they do, how they do it, and with whom they interact.
SIRIUS DOGSTAR

The ancient world used Sirius - “The Dog Star” - to keep time, to navigate the seas and to predict the future. Today, the Sirius DogStar™ delivery framework allows our teams to stay coordinated, to work efficiently and to deliver predictable project outcomes. The DogStar™ framework is an integrated set of best-of-breed methodologies for digital strategy, requirements engineering, design thinking, software development, quality assurance, operations and project management. DogStar™ provides our consulting teams with real-world-tested best practices, defined templates and solution accelerators, informed by nearly 40 years of Sirius’ experience in delivering innovative digital business solutions.

SOLUTION OUTLINE DELIVERABLES

- Solution Requirements Document: Documents the detailed functional, non-functional and technical requirements for the project.
- Information Architecture (IA): Provides artifacts such as user personas, wireframes, functional analysis, content inventory and creative designs for the user interface.
- Solution Design Document Including New User Interface Design: Using the outputs from the Information Architecture, the solution is fully designed, including the new UI as determined from the theme above. It is then placed into the wireframes.
- Infrastructure Setup Plan: Outlines the specific steps to instantiate the solution software, including items such as LDAP integration, database connectivity, etc.
- Security Strategy: Addresses integration points and requirements for identity management, application access, etc.
- Knowledge Transfer and Support Plan: Ensures that knowledge transfer and documentation of the ongoing support plan are complete once the project goes live.
- Master Test Plan: Includes assignment of test script development and testing roles, and ensures a test schedule that aligns with solution deployment.
- Adoption Strategy and Measurement of Success: A targeted communication strategy for end-users outside your organization. Sirius then works with you to document measurements of success for the adoption of the solution, for functional enhancements in later phases.
- Project Management Plan: Encompasses many different areas of the planning function, and addresses such areas as risk and issue management, change control, etc.
- Project Schedule: Used as the primary tool for project control. Updated at least weekly to help control the project.